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Software Developer Co-Op 

 

About Barnacle Systems 
Barnacle Systems is a startup based in Victoria, BC, that was founded in July of 2017. We have developed 

BRNKL, an IoT connected device, for people who suffer from “boater’s anxiety” and need to know the health 

and status of their vessel remotely from their smartphone or tablet. Like a ‘smart home’ for your boat users can 

see inside of their vessels using the onboard camera while also monitoring critical alerts such as low batteries, 

loss of shore power and high-water. 

Summary 
The software developer Co-Op position will be required to design, develop, test, document, deploy, support and 

sustain firmware, mobile app, and server software. The ideal candidate should have experience designing, 

developing and launching mobile web-service driven apps in the Apple and Android markets as well as server-

side web application logic.  

Candidate will have incredible attention to new coding techniques, performance, user experience, and 

scalability. The candidate must be a ‘hacker’ at heart and must be motivated to participate in the growth of an 

early-stage startup! 

Duties 
• Work on the development of a hardware product by supporting firmware development in the C 

programming language. Develop using the Legato framework on the Linux platform. 

• Work on the development of Ionic responsive applications for natively compiling to iOS, Android and 

web environments. 

• Work on the development of server-side web application logic in NodeJS. 

• Writing reusable, testable, and efficient code. 

• Be involved with all stages of application development involved with design, modifications, 

development and implementation of mobile and web applications, from design support to final testing. 

• Deliver across the entire software life cycle – concept, design, build, deploy, test release to app stores 

and support. 

• Create compelling device specific experiences.  

• Keep up to date on the latest industry trends in the mobile and web technologies. 

Qualifications 
• Strong knowledge of the C programming language. 

• Strong knowledge of Node.js in JavaScript and/or variants of it. 

• Working knowledge of Ionic framework. 

• Understanding the nature of asynchronous programming and its quirks and workarounds. 

• Understanding fundamental design principles behind a scalable application. 
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• Understanding differences between multiple delivery platforms, such as mobile vs desktop, and 

optimizing output to match the specific platform. 

• Creating database schemas that represent and support business processes. 

• Implementing automated testing platforms and unit tests. 

• Proficient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git. 

• A strong GitHub presence. 

Other Preferred Skills 
• 2+ years of experience developing firmware or software whether it’s at home or in the ‘real world’ 

• Proven experience developing iOS and Android apps including publishing applications to app stores. 

Interested? 
Send us an e-mail to ahoy@brnkl.io with your resume, cover letter, and a link to your GitHub (if you’re actively 

working on projects). We have a strong preference to see code that you’ve written outside of school work, if 

possible.  
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